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Author's response to reviews: see over
Dear Sir/Madam,

Thank you for the careful review of our manuscript. We uploaded a revised version with most suggested changes accepted. We rejected a few changes due to consistency with Figure labels and added to suggested format changes. These are listed below:

**New changes suggested:**

P.1 – one of the addresses for author affiliation had an extra line break. We highlighted and tracked this change.

P.26 – We modified the date format to be consistent with other date changes that were suggested throughout the manuscript. We highlighted and tracked this change.

**Rejected changes:**

P.9 – Changed Phase one back to Phase 1 – this labeling will be consistent with labels used on Figures. We understand that numbers under 10 generally need to be spelled out but in this case this number refers to a distinct phase or week of the Campaign.

P.10 – Changed Phase two back to Phase 2 and weeks three and four to weeks 3 and 4 (see above for explanation).

P.11 – Changed Phase three back to Phase 3 (see above for explanation).

P.12 – Same as above and Phase four to Phase 4

P.13 – Changed week eight to week 8, week seven to week 7 and week four to week 4 (see above for explanation)

P.14 - Changed week seven to week 7 and week four to week 4 (see above for explanation)

P.15 – Changed week seven to week 7 (see explanation above)

Thank you for your assistance and please let us know of any questions,

Sincerely,

Borsika Rabin